In this paper it is shown that for each positive integer n there is a locally compact Hausdorff space X having the property that dim X = n and in addition having the property that if f(X) = Y is a proper mapping, then dim Fa». Using this result it is shown that there is a space Y having the property that min dim Y = n with a point />E Y with min dim Y -\p\ =0.
Introduction. A proper mapping is a closed continuous function f'-X-*Y such that/_1(y)
is compact for all yE Y. In this paper it is shown that for each positive integer n there is a locally compact Hausdorff space X having the property that dim X -n and in addition has the property that if f(X) = Y is a proper mapping, then dim FS; n. For n = 2 such a space was shown to exist in [S] in answer to a question posed by Isbell [4, pp. 119-120] . Using this result it is then shown that for each positive integer n there is a space X having the property that the minimum dimension of a compactification for X is n and that there is a point pEX such that X-\p\ has a 0-dimensional compactification.
In the terminology of Isbell [4, p. 97] , min dim X -n with min dim X-\p\ =0. We can now prove our main theorem in this section. Proof. We will first state a claim. We will then show how the theorem follows from the claim. Then we will prove the claim. [November ->L(ù)n) be the projection map. Let x" = max irn(Ga) in L(w"). Now the collection of points {x":a<wn-i} has cardinality at most o)"_i and thus cardinality strictly less than co". Thus the set is bounded above in L(co"). Let zn(EL(oen) be such that z">xa for all a<w"_i.
Then clearly it must be that /(fí¿(«<) x (o|)n/(niw x {*.}) = 0.
We have now found the z" of the claim. If ra>l we continue. Note that JJ_1=i L(uí) is the union of w"_2 compact sets {Fa'a<w"-i}.
For each a<un-2 we define a point jc"£l(wn_i) as follows. Consider
Let Ga =f~lf(FaX {0} X [0, z»]). Then Ga is compact for all a<«"_2.
Let xa = max 7r"_i(Ga)G£(wn-i). Then the set {xa:a<w"_2} has cardinality at most co"_2. Thus this set has an upper bound in Z(co"_i).
Let zn-i be such that z"_i>xa for all a<w"_2. Then clearly
If ra>2 we continue. By repeating this process n times we will finally have ra points z¿£Z,(«¿) satisfying the conditions of the claim. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
II. The minimum dimension of a compactification. Dowker's Example M described in [l ] has given fundamental insight into the relation of the various dimension functions. In [8] and [6, pp. 102-106 ] expanded versions of this example were used to show how ind X and dim X could vary for normal spaces X. The examples we give in this section employ many of the same principles used in Example M together with Theorem 1.4. We will try not to belabor the description of our examples since they are very similar to Example M. First note the following lemma. for F which has dimension n. 11.3. Remark. For n= °o there is a locally compact space X such that for every proper mapping f(X) = Y, F is infinite dimensional.
Simply let X be the free topological union of { YL"-i ■£("<) }ñ-i-By a trivial modification X can be made to be connected as well.
We can also easily show that there is a F with min dim F= <» with a p E Y with min di m F -{p} = 0. Let Fn be the F given by Theorem II.2 for each positive integer n and let pnEYn be the point in the theorem. Then let F= (U"=i Yn)/R where the equivalence relation R identifies all the pn's to a point p and let F have the quotient topology.
Then min dim F= oo and min dim F-\p\ =0.
